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Metric Noise has been around the Copenhagen 
underground scene for the last fi ve years. In that 
period the band has been able to obtain a reputation 
as a highly energetic and uncompromising band, 
which deliberately sorts out the classic “hit-
formula” and choose to follow their own ideas 
and thoughts instead. The three members of 
the band work from several different musical 
references and the music contains elements from 
punk, shoe-gazer, the new romantic of the 80s 
and especially the American noise-rock.

Live, Metric Noise is very concrete and delivers 
the product with much conviction. The 
compositions are presented mainly at a high 
pace added distorted guitar-chords, lots of drum-
fi lls and a clear, light vocal, which adds a new 
dimension to the music and makes the band easy 
recognisable. Textual, the band abstains from the 
hackneyed clichés and unimportant rhymes, too. 
They look inside themselves in search of the dark, 
unsaid, mysterious and tabooed.

Metric Noise is topical with their debut-
album “Racing Laps Of Distortion” and has 
been compared to as different bands as Jane’s 
Addiction, Joy Division, Sonic Youth and Blur.
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“As the album title hints, the distortion pedal has been turned 
fully up and lyrically and musically the bands expression 
is partly carried forward by a both angry and implacable 

turning-the-back-on-the-world... [...]
 ... This anger and powerlessness are repeated on the majority 
of Racing Laps of Distortion, which is constantly situated in 
the fast lane with songs about teenage-drinking, love and about 
being in opposition to the existeing. To that the eleven songs on 

the album are honestly and competent presented.”
Geiger

»All 11 songs on the record sound absolutely honest, leaving no 
room for boredom. The vocals are direct and sometimes sounding 

desperate, but there are also more harmonic parts 
as may be heard on the fi rst two songs 

[…] Without trying to reinvent music, Metric Noise have been 
able to create a straight distorted rock album which does not 
only create nostalgic feelings in older listeners, but also kicks ass 

during the whole running.”
www.disagreement.netwww.disagreement.net

»Christoffer E’s exaggerated and at times genuine desperate 
vocal stands powerfully to his most unorthodox guitar methods 
– both beautiful and poetic and at the same time bawling of an 

devil-maycare, 
which keep the fresh energy from the rehearsal room. Bas and 
drums boost the BPM to at least 200, but let it in return loose 

in large quantities, which release considerably!”
Mads Steckhahn, Rodeo Magazine

»Med »The Void« kommer der fl osset Joy Division-nærvær i 
foretagendet trukket af sted af et besnærende monotont riff og en 

grandios dyster stemning.” 
LineOut 


